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Abstra t
This paper dis usses the running time ost of performing dis rete-event simulation on the
bulk-syn hronous parallel (BSP) model of omputing [12, 16, 22℄. The BSP model provides
a general purpose framework for parallel omputing whi h is independent of the ar hite ture
of the omputer, and thereby it enables the development of portable software. In addition,
the stru ture of BSP omputations allows the a urate determination of the ost of parallel
algorithms. We use this feature to devise a performan e predi tion methodology whi h enables
the designer of parallel simulation models to predi t in advan e the systems whi h are amenable
for eÆ ient exe ution on a given BSP omputer. The methodology is simple enough to be
automated in parallel simulation languages.
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Introdu tion

In BSP, any parallel omputer is seen as omposed of a set of P pro essor-lo al-memory omponents
whi h ommuni ate with ea h other through messages. The omputation is organised as a sequen e
of supersteps. In ea h superstep, the pro essors may perform sequential omputations on lo al data
and/or send messages to other pro essors. The messages are available for pro essing at their
destinations by the next superstep, and ea h superstep is ended with the barrier syn hronisation of
the pro essors. The total running time ost of a BSP program is the umulative sum of the osts of
its supersteps, and the ost of ea h superstep is the sum of three quantities: w, h g and l, where (i) w
is the maximum of the omputations performed by ea h pro essor, (ii) h is the maximum number
of words transmitted in messages sent/re eived by ea h pro essor with ea h one-word-transmission
osting g units of running time, and (iii) l is the ost of barrier syn hronising the pro essors. The
e e t of the omputer ar hite ture is ost by the parameters g and l, whi h are in reasing fun tions
of P . These values an be empiri ally determined [16℄.
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Parallel dis rete-event simulation (PDES) [3, 15℄, on the other hand, adopts the view of systems
omposed of a set of logi al pro esses (LPs) that send messages to ea h other. The LPs en apsulate
the state variables of the system and the messages ontain events s heduled to o ur at spe i
points of the simulation time. The events may modify the LP state variables and may s hedule
the o urren e of new events in other LPs. On e the LPs are pla ed onto the pro essors, one is
fa ed with the non-trivial problem of syn hronising the parallel o urren e of events. A number
of syn hronisation proto ols have been proposed to solve this problem eÆ iently [3℄. They an
be lassi ed into onservative and optimisti proto ols, within ea h of whi h asyn hronous and
syn hronous modes of operation an be identi ed. In most ases, syn hronous proto ols operate in
a bulk-syn hronous fashion whi h is very similar to that promoted by the BSP model. In addition,
the eÆ ient BSP implementation of asyn hronous proto ols has been investigated in [7℄.
It is widely a epted that the implementation of a parallel simulation is a quite involved and
ostly task. In ontrast, it is mu h easier to qui kly produ e a prototypi sequential simulator
for the same system. It would be desirable then to predi t well in advan e the feasible speedups
to be a hieved with a parallel simulator before doing the e ort of implementing it. Moreover,
the sequential simulator ould be used to obtain an approximation of the behaviour of the a tual
parallel simulator. Note that an important advantage of the BSP model is that its ost model
enables one to predi t the performan e of programs before their a tual implementation. The
parallel omputer is hara terised by the BSP parameters l and g, and the implied performan e
predi tion methodology is simple: If for a given appli ation we are able to estimate its ost of
omputation, ommuni ation and syn hronisation, then the BSP parameters enable us to predi t
the running time of the appli ation on di erent parallel omputers.
In this paper we apply the ideas above to the PDES setting. We use the BSP ost model to
obtain information about the relevant fa tors determining the eÆ ien y of parallel simulations. We
ompute the speedup S onsidering a demanding ase for the underlying parallel algorithm. We
work with a few parameters representing lasses of simulation models rather than spe i models.
To this end, in the expression for S we represent any simulation model by (mainly) three parameters.
We use these parameters to determine the lasses of systems for whi h a reasonable speedup an be
a hieved on a given parallel omputer. This expression in ombination with the augmentation of
the sequential simulator to in lude an algorithm for simulating idealised syn hronisation proto ols,
form the basis for the performan e predi tion methodology proposed in this work.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Se tion 2 derives the expression for the speedup S . Se tion 3 presents an example whi h uses S to determine the range of simulation models
whi h a hieve S > 1 on two parallel omputers. A validation of this predi ted performan e is
also presented. Se tion 4 des ribes the basi s on the sequential simulation of the operation of
syn hronous and asyn hronous syn hronisation proto ols for PDES. The odes asso iated with
these simulations are quite simple and general, whi h simpli es their automati generation from a
simulation language. Se tion 5 presents nal omments and suggests further resear h.
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Feasible speedups

In the following we use the term \parallel algorithm" in a generi sense be ause no spe i syn hronisation proto ol is assumed. Moreover, we only onsider an idealised situation where the overheads
asso iated with the syn hronisation proto ol are not relevant to the omputation of S . However,
we believe that this is not a serious obsta le to predi ting a tual performan e sin e these overheads
an be made indeed small by designing eÆ ient algorithms.
Note that we make some onservative assumptions in our ost model. We assume that the ost
of pro essing an event in the parallel algorithm is identi al to that of the sequential algorithm. We
also onsider that the ost of this event is the lowest (feasible) possible. These last two assumptions
are pessimisti for the eÆ ien y of the parallel algorithm sin e no advantage is taken regarding the
partitioning of the system among the pro essors and the granularity of events is extremely small.
In addition, we harge a rather high ost for the administration of messages within the pro essors.
Thus, to some extent, these assumptions a ount for syn hronisation proto ol overheads.
Let us assume that the simulation goal is to pro ess the o urren e of Me events in the whole
system. If the ost of pro essing every event e in a sequential algorithm is Ces, then the total ost
CS of the sequential simulation is given by
CS = Me Ces :

On the other hand, the total ost CP of a parallel simulation is given by
CP = (w + h g + l) NSP ;
where NSP is the total number of supersteps required to simulate the Me events, and (w + h g + l)
the average ost of a superstep. On average a total of NEP events are simulated in every superstep,
namely
Me = NEP NSP :
In a situation of perfe t load balan e ea h pro essor simulates the o urren e of NEP =P events
per superstep. The ost of pro essing ea h event is Cep with Cep  Ces (i.e., no syn hronisation
proto ol overheads are onsidered). However, the value of w is the average maximum amount of
work performed by any pro essor in a superstep. Thus we introdu e an imbalan e fa tor PB with
1
P  PB  1, so that
w = NEP PB Cep :
The remaining NEP (1 PB ) events are assumed to be uniformly distributed among the remaining
P 1 pro essors. In addition, we assume that a fra tion PM of all the events simulated by ea h
pro essor in a superstep auses message transmissions. Thus
h = z NEP PB PM ;
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where z is the size of ea h message. Let us de ne PS = NSP =Me = 1=NEP so that the speedup
S = CS =CP is given by
Ces
:
S=
p
PB Ce + z PB PM g + PS l
However, a harder requirement for the parallel algorithm is to assume Ces = Cep = Ce = O(1) rather
than Cep < Ces . In addition, let us in lude in CP the omputational overheads asso iated with the
pro essing of messages during a superstep (sending and re eption of messages). We assume an
overhead of Ce PM =r units of running time for ea h pro essed event where r  1 is the granularity
of events. We also de ne ge = g=(r Ce ) and le = l=(r Ce), but restri t Ce to be the lowest (feasible)
ost of pro essing an event in a parti ular ma hine. Thus we obtain,
1
S=
PB (1 + PM =r) + z PB PM ge + PS le
with P1  PB  1, 0  PM  1, 0  PS  1, r  1, and z  1. The parameter PS is a measure of
sla kness sin e 1=PS = NEP . The parameter PM a ounts for lo ality, and PB for load balan e. In
this way simulation models an be represented by an instan e of the tuple (PB ; PS ; PM ; r; z ).
The nal expression for the speedup S is useful in the sense that it des ribes a methodology
for performan e predi tion on di erent parallel omputers represented by their enhan ed ge and le
values. For example, for a parti ular omputer it would be interesting to know the range of values
(PB ; PS ; PM ; r = 1; z ) for whi h it is possible to a hieve at least S = 1. This would de ne the
systems that are feasible for eÆ ient simulation on that parallel omputer. To this end the user
would need to determine a lower bound for the ost Ce of pro essing an event and an estimation of
the number z of words of typi al messages. Then the g and l values of the parallel omputer an
be used to evaluate S using di erent range of values for (PB ; PS ; PM ).
An empiri al lower bound for Ce an be determined by simulating the work-load of a system
with very low ost per event. Let us onsider the work-load of the sequential hold model [5℄. This
model, like any sequential simulation, is organised around a pending event set whose implementation
is alled the event-list. The sequential program works as follows:
After inserting N events in the event-list, the hold model performs a sequen e of N
hold operations with  1. Ea h hold operation (i) retrieves from the event-list the
event e with the least simulation time e:t, (ii) in reases this time by e:t + X units where
X is a random variable, and (iii) then re-insert this event e into the event-list.
An a urate value of the ost of pro essing ea h event e an be obtained by measuring the total
running time spent in pro essing the whole sequen e of hold operations and dividing it by N .
Cost Ce = O(1) an be a hieved if we implement the event-list with the alendar queue [1℄ and use
the exponential distribution for the values of the random variable X . Note that in the general ase
Ce = O(log N ) (by means of heap priority queues) sin e the alendar queue an easily degenerate
to O(N ) ost per pro essed event in ertain systems.
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Figure 1: Performan e predi tion for IBM/SP2 and Cray T3E. P = 8, PB = 1=8, r = 1, z = 10.
Ea h urve is data for PM =1.0 (3), PM =0.75 (+), PM =0.5 (2), PM =0.25 (), and PM =0.0 (4).
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Example

An example of pra ti al use of the speedup S is as follows. We implemented the above sequential
O(1) hold model and exe uted it on an 8-pro essors IBM/SP2 whi h has an average performan e of
26 M ops and whose BSP parameters are l = 208:2 s and g = 0:43 s/32-bit-word. We obtained
Ce = 12 s with error below 5% as we varied N from 102 to 104 (we used C-language and ompiler
optimisation -O3). We also extrapolated Ce to a Cray T3E with 46.7 M ops, and BSP parameters
for P = 8 of l = 10:8 s and g = 0:03 s/32-bits-word. We estimate Ce = 12 (26=46:7) s for the
Cray T3E.
Using the above values, the expression for S was evaluated for P = 8, PB = 1=P , r = 1,
PM = 1:0; :::; 0:0, PS = 0:0; :::; 0:01 (i.e., NEP = 1:::100), and z = 10 words of 32 bits (we assume
that every single event-message is omposed of two doubles for send and re eive timestamps, 6
integers for event and LPs identi ation plus data). The results are shown in gure 1. Some
guidelines are the following.
Clearly, for P = 8 only large systems where NEP  1 an be simulated eÆ iently on both
ma hines, whereas smaller systems are best suited for the Cray T3E as this ma hine has lower l
and g values. In parti ular, the ost of barrier syn hronisations has a signi ant impa t in the
eÆ ien y of small systems.
For xed PS (spe ially the smaller ones), we also observe in gure 1 that omputational overheads (represented by the term PM =r in S ) and the ommuni ation ost are responsible for an
important part of the performan e degradation as PM approa hes to one. Obviously as the event
granularity r approa hes to in nity, S indi ates optimal speedup for any ombination of parameters
PM and PS . For example, we observed that S improves noti eably with r = 2.
The representative values of g and typi al single message sizes (z  10) we used in S , suggest
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Figure 2: Performan e predi tion for IBM/SP2 and Cray T3E. P = 8, PB = 1=4, r = 1, z = 10.
Ea h urve is data for PM =1.0 (3), PM =0.75 (+), PM =0.5 (2), PM =0.25 (), and PM =0.0 (4).
that in high performan e parallel omputers the e e t of message transmissions is less important
than the ost of omputational overheads asso iated with the underlying syn hronisation proto ol
(e.g., even for IBM/SP2 we have that z ge < 0:4). That is, the design and implementation of
eÆ ient sequential algorithms for the omputational part of a superstep plays a ru ial role in the
speedup a hieved by the parallel simulation.
The e e t of large imbalan e PB = 2=P is shown in gure 2. These data show that S is highly
sensitive to load balan e and software overheads. Even though the parallel simulation an still
a hieve S > 1 for large imbalan e, similar to other distributed memory ar hite tures, the proper
load balan e of the simulation has a ru ial e e t in performan e.
3.1

Validation

A BSP program was implemented to validate the performan e predi tions showed in gures 1 and
2. Its design is as follows. On ea h pro essor the above O(1) hold model is exe uted. This hold
model is parametrized so that the number of hold operations performed during a superstep is an
input parameter of the program. This parameter enables us to ontrol sla kness. Our goal is to
perform a total of 107 hold operations in the whole system. The measures of the sequential running
time required to a hieve this goal were made with the sequential program used to estimate Ce .
At the beginning of ea h superstep (i) the NEP PB PM (NEP 1P P1B PM for the other pro essors
respe tively) new messages are inserted in the alendar queue (for ea h message we delete an
arbitrary item from the queue and insert the new event); (ii) then NEP PB (NEP 1P P1B respe tively)
hold operations are performed in the pro essor; and (iii) at the end of the superstep NEP PB PM
(NEP 1P P1B PM respe tively) messages are sent to other pro essors (an all-to-all ommuni ation is
performed here). The size N of the whole system was set to 104 whi h means that in ea h pro essor
the alendar queues maintains a total of 2500 events ea h.
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On the IBM/SP2 we observed similar results to those in gures 1 and 2. The di eren es were
below 20% in all the ases onsidered.

4

Simulating syn hronisation sequentially

We now give dire tions to extend a sequential simulator with omputations devised to predi t the
omputation, ommuni ation and syn hronisation requirements of a parallel simulator on a BSP
ma hine. Note that both the event granularity r and the size of messages z an be determined from
the sequential simulator.
The known syn hronisation proto ols [3, 4, 6, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21℄ base their operation
on one of two strategies of simulation time advan e. Syn hronous time advan e (SYNC) proto ols
de ne a global time window to determine the events allowed to take pla e in ea h iteration (superstep). A SYNC proto ol advan es its time window forward in ea h iteration to let more events
be pro essed. On the other hand, asyn hronous time advan e (ASYNC) proto ols impli itly de ne
windows whi h are lo al to the LPs (details in [11, 8, 7℄).
Figure 3 des ribes a sequential simulation whi h predi ts the supersteps exe uted by ea h proto ol. For SYNC we des ribe event-horizon time advan e as their asso iated proto ols have been
shown to be eÆ ient [2, 18℄. The system being simulated is omposed of a set of LPs that send
messages ea h other resembling a fully onne ted ommuni ation topology. More details are given
in the gure aption where Dp is the number of LPs per pro essor. Some theoreti al fa ts about
these algorithms have been dis ussed in [10℄. In parti ular, the ASYNC proto ol is always able to
omplete a given simulation using the minimum number of supersteps.
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Final omments

Basi ally the suggested methodology onsists on estimating the tuple (PB ; PS ; PM ) for a given
simulation model, and then using the parti ular g and l parameters of the available BSP ma hine
to ompute the speedup S . As the tuple (PB ; PS ; PM ) depends on the parti ular syn hronisation
proto ol, we suggest using an augmented sequential simulator to determine its value if no other
estimation (e.g., theoreti al) is possible or a urate enough.
We emphasize that the algorithms in gure 3 only approximate the operation of a tual synhronisation proto ols. More resear h remains to be done in order to establish some measures of
the degree in whi h these algorithms approximate the a tual proto ols. Empiri al observations,
for example, tell us that a proto ol su h as BSP Time Warp [11℄ a hieves about twi e the number
of supersteps of ASYNC, but its load balan e (whi h de ne omputation and ommuni ation) is
mu h better [9℄. In general, we believe that the measures provided by the algorithms in gure 3
are useful enough to estimate the range of tuples (PB ; PS ; PM ) in whi h the system under study is
7

in, and thereby they provide a rst estimation of the suitability of PDES for the parti ular system.
To the best of our knowledge, no other method whi h in ludes the e e ts of the syn hronisation
and ar hite ture has been suggested in the literature.
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Generate N initial pending events;
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SZ ; [ bu er ℄

Generate N initial pending events;
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loop
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loop

e := NextEvent();
p := e:p ; [ e o urs in pro
if e:s > SStep[p℄ then
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SStep := SStep + 1;
S hedule(SZ );
TZ := 1;
SZ ;

essor p ℄

endif

e:t := e:t + TimeIn rement();
e:p := Sele tPro essor();
if p = e:p then
e:s := SStep[p℄;

endif

e := NextEvent();
e:t := e:t + TimeIn rement();
p := e:p ; [ e o urs in pro essor p ℄
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SZ SZ [ feg;
TZ := MinTime(SZ );
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S hedule(e);

else

endloop

S hedule(e);

The total number of supersteps is the
maximum of the P values in array SStep.

endif
endloop

(a) SYNC

(b) ASYNC

Figure 3:
Sequential programs des ribing the rate of superstep advan e in the two approa hes to simulation
time advan e. S hedule() stores events in the set of pending events. NextEvent() retrieves from this
set the event with the least time. TimeIn rement() returns random time values. Sele tPro essor()
returns a number between 0 and P 1 sele ted uniformly at random. The variable/array SStep
maintains the urrent number of supersteps of the simulated BSP ma hine. We assume Dp = 1 in
these programs. For the ase Dp > 1 and ASYNC algorithm, ea h LP maintains its own superstep
ounter SStep, and the ounter values e:s arried by events are one unit larger than the respe tive
SStep ounter when the event is sent to a LP lo ated in another pro essor. For the SYNC ase,
Dp > 1 makes no di eren e in the algorithm other than the asso iated in rease of N sin e the event
horizon time is al ulated over all the events sent to other pro essors.
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